
MOOSE HUNT IN BRITISHMOOSE HUNT IN BRITISH
COLUMBIACOLUMBIA

Explore Canada's wilderness and go on an exciting hunting trip with the opportunity to take down a giant

Canadian moose, mountain caribou, mountain goat, black bear and wolf in northwestern British Columbia in

Canada.

Challenging hunt Requires moderate
level of fitness

Accommodation in a
cabin

Accommodation in a
tent

Combination Hunt Spot-and-Stalk Hunt

Tel.: (+45) 62 20 25 40 | www.diana-hunting.com | info@diana.dk



HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTIONHIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

Moose hunt in British ColumbiaMoose hunt in British Columbia

HIGHLIGHTS

Classic wilderness hunt
Big Canadian moose with Yukon genes
Pristine wilderness, natural landscapes, crystal
clear water, fall colors, stunning scenery
Professional guides with great knowledge of
hunting and wilderness experience
Possibility to combinate with other species -
especially mountain caribou

Overview

The area is best known for its strong population of
Canadian moose and trophy size typically ranges from 52 -
60 inches, but moose over 60 inches are taken down each
year. The area also offers one of British Columbia's largest
populations of Mountain Caribou and good populations of
Stone Sheep, Mountain Goat, Grizzly, wolf and wolverine.
It is recommended to be in reasonably good physical
shape, as it can be expected to spend much of the time in
the wilderness on foot or on horseback.

The area is a fine combination of beautiful nature and
unrivaled hunting opportunities in a region with high game
populations and good success rates. The large hunting
area consists of countless valleys, mountains, high
plateaus, forests as well as lakes, rivers and waterfalls.
The hunting area will feel like it is totally untouched.

Horseback hunt

On a horseback hunt you use the horses to get up on
some of the mountains in the area where you can spot the
game at great distances and you can also cover relatively
large areas with the help of the horses. If desired you can
also add a mountain caribou to the hunt for a trophy fee.
This combination is practiced with great success and
nearly 100% success rate. This hunting area offers
arguably British Columbia's best combination on moose
and mountain caribou hunting.
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Boat hunt

On a boat hunt you will travel on the lakes and/or rivers
while calling for moose; you may also take short hikes up to
vantage points and meadows. The success rate and trophy
size on these hunts is the same as our horseback hunts but
the hunt will be less physically demanding. Generally these
hunts are booked as two hunters for one guide making
them a great choice for those looking to hunt with a friend
or family member. One hunter per guide can also be
arranged for those wishing to hunt alone on not share his
time. Because of the density of moose in the lake regions
this is a perfect place for dedicated archery hunters or the
older guys who may just like to have a relaxing break from
the busy world.

Don't make the mistake to think that the Lake hunt is only
for "the Old man", Adventurous guides and endless area
can add up to one of the most epic hunts for the fit hunter
as well. Year after year the Lakes provide Huge bulls and
High success for our hunters. If Big Moose is your goal and
Horses aren't your thing, inquire for more details about
Lake/River hunts.

The Cassiar area is truly unbelievable. It easily compete
with the Yukon for quality on average and by classification
of being Canadian Moose your chances at a record book
moose are more likely here then any other region. Don’t be
trigger happy early on in a hunt…. you don’t need to!

How to get there

The journey will begin with a flight to the town Whitehorse
in the Yukon Territory. From here you will need to rent a car
and drive 5-6 hours along the border of Yukon and British
Columbia and down to the main camp Boya Lake Provincial
Park. Alternatively, you can also order a trasnfer from
Whitehorse (can be shared with other hunters). It will be
necessary to plan 1-2 days of stay in Whitehorse before
and after the hunt, to insure against delays and possibly

bad weather that makes transportation to and from the
hunting area impossible.

The stay during the hunt takes place in heated cabins in the
area, and alternatively tent camps some of the days.

The hunt is traditionally spot and stalk, which has always
been a hallmark of this outfitter. There are no hunting
towers or tree-stands in the hunting area, only pure
wilderness.

This hunting area can also offer fantastic hunting for
especially mountain caribou, but also mountain goat, in a
remote area with good and healthy populations, which can
also deliver some strong trophies.

Weather-wise, you must expect everything from high sun to
snow and frost. An exciting area that for a number of years
has fulfilled several hunters' "boy dreams".

Hunting period

September - October

The hunt in September-October will primarily be after
moose, but it is possible to combine with some of the other
huntable species in the area. In addition to moose, it will be
possible to combine the hunt with mountain caribou,
mountain goat, black bear and wolf for an extra trophy fee if
the trophy is taken.

During your entire stay and hunt, you will be greeted with
incredible hospitality, unique nature experiences and
excellent hunting!
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

Wilderness accommodation Wilderness accommodation 

There are several comfortable, heated cabin camps throughout
the hunting concession, all located on fly in lakes in the heart of
game habitat.

Camps and locations vary, the terrain and vegetation are different
throughout the hunting area. The outfitter have 16 small standard
cabins, or wall tents camps with wood stoves and all the basic
needs at all horse and boat hunting camps.

Spike camps can be made up of wall tent, pop-up tents or a
combination of both. Guides will choose the best option for camp
accommodations to get you in the optimal hunting spot, be
prepared to embrace the adventure!

The view from camp is nothing short of spectacular and the sight
of a sheep or goat feeding up high, a caribou or moose trotting by
or a bear eating berries is a common occurrence. Sitting by the
fire pit in a lawn chair, watching sheep on the mountain and
hearing a ruffed grouse drumming is our idea of winding down
after a day of great hunting. It is absolute paradise and you need
to experience it firsthand!
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PARTNERPARTNER

Backcountry BCBackcountry BC

The area is owned and operated by Dustin Roe, who has been
running it since 2017, where he bought the famous Cassiar
concession. Dustin has despite his young age, been a
professional freelance guide for over 15 years, specializing in
extreme mountain hunts including all 4 species of sheep and goat
species, but has also guided for moose, caribou, grizzly, brown
bear, elk, bison, whitetail and wolf.

Dustin is born and raised in the East Kootenay region of BC. After
guiding for the first time in 2002, he knew he only wanted to work
in the guiding business and own his own area one day.

At Backcountry BC, the mission is to provide world class
hunting adventures which create unforgettable memories
and build friendships that last a lifetime. Through these
adventures they hope to connect people with the wilderness
& the animals that inhabit it, to challenge their abilities and
see them succeed, provide exceptional service and promote
trophy hunting in a positive and ethical way.

 

The first season in 2017/2018 went beyond all expectations
with the help of Dustin's team. 4 nice stone sheep, 16 moose
were killed, of which 5 were over 200 B&C points and the
smallest was 52 inches. There was also a 100% success rate
on mountain goat and caribou hunts.

Now a few years after, the outfitter have streamlined the
logistics and learned most of the area. They are always excited
about exploring new uncharted country and put allot of effort
into maximizing trophy quality, success and the clients overall
experience.
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

Cassiar Cassiar 

WHERE YOU'LL TRAVEL TOO

The area is approx. 3300 sq. miles (2,112,000 Acres) of pristine
wilderness. It is considered to be one of the best hunting areas in
all of Canada. With almost no resident hunting pressure or access
to 95% of the hunting concession, you will feel like it’s
untouched. (Resident hunters do hunt within the territory but only
on some of the many lakes, like all outfits in BC it is part of it.)

All this is great from an experience standpoint, but it does make it
more costly to operate, as everything has to be flown in via
floatplane or long horse pack train. There is no riverboat access to
the area either. All boats must be flown in along with all other
hunting camp supplies. In all, there are approximately 70 Lakes
(lots of which have great fishing) in the area and 1 River, which
offer some type of floatplane access. We have many established
camps throughout and will be increasing our number of camps in
the near future to hunt new, unexplored habitat.

Hunters arrive in Whitehorse, Yukon (if flying) with multiple flights
daily from Vancouver, Calgary and even Europe. We ask that

hunters allow one night in Whitehorse incase of delayed
luggage prior to hiring/renting a car and travelling 5 1/2hrs
south to our main camp near Boya Lake provincial park. Here
you will be met by our team and prepped for departure into our
concession via float plane or truck. Modest accommodation
and great food will be provided at our base camp throughout
your time with us.

The area is mostly known for its amazing Canadian Moose
(both quality and numbers) and also arguably BC’s greatest
Mountain Caribou. We also have some awesome Stone Sheep
rams, True Mountain Grizzly, a healthy Goat population,
elusive Wolves and Wolverines and the occasional Black Bear.

The elevations of the lakes and rivers range from 2,000 – 5000
feet. Most of the mountains in the area are quite rough and
steep with the highest peaks stretching between 7,000 & 9,000
ft.
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

Prices
Description Possible Lodging Dates Price from (per. person)

A) Moose hunt (horseback with guiding 1:1) 1. September 2024 - 10. October 2024 $30,895.00

B) Moose (Boat hunt with guiding 1:1) 1. September 2024 - 10. October 2024 $26,995.00

C) Moose (Boat hunt with guiding 2:1) 1. September 2024 - 10. October 2024 $21,395.00

The price includes The price does not include

10 days hunting with guiding 1:1 or 2:1

Hunting from Horseback or boat

Accommodation and meals during the hunt

Non-resident Canadian hunting license

Tag/license for 1 Canadian moose 

Field preparation of trophies

Chartered aircraft/transport during the hunt: From base

camp to hunting location

Contribution to the Non Resident Hunting Preservation

Fund

Canadian VAT at 5%

Return flights to Whitehorse, Canada

Hotel in Whitehorse, before and after the hunt (1-2

nights recommended)

Transport from Whitehorse to base camp in Boya Lake

Provincial Park (Rental car or car transfer)

Extra licenses and trophy fees

Canadian weapon declaration, approx. USD 25

(Payable in the airport) 

Rental rifle and ammunition if needed 

Alcoholic beverages and snacks during the hunt 

Requested meat flight USD 1000

Tips for hunting guide (Recommended USD 2500 -

3000)

Taxidermy work and shipment of trophies home (To be

consulted after the hunt)

eTA-application (entry permit)

EU-public liability insurance USD 10,00,-

Everything that is not mentioned in "The price includes"
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Price for extra tags / license for extra game species:

- Mountain Caribou USD 250

- Mountain Goat USD 370

- Black bear USD 190

- Wolf USD 55

*Must be purchased / agreed in advance

Additional trophy fees (payable if trophy is taken):

Moose                                     USD 13.500

Mountain Caribou             USD 13.500

Mountain Goat                    USD 13.500

Black (No trophy fee)

Wolf (No trophy fee)

Additional trophy fees must be paid to Diana Hunting Tours after returning home
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GAMEGAME

Moose hunt in British ColumbiaMoose hunt in British Columbia

Moose (North America) Caribou (North America) Wolf (North America) Mountain Goat

Black Bear
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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